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A Theory of Black Elevated Minority Status

Before Barack Obama exploded onto the national political scene in

2004, the Republicans, as some may remember, were giddy with

excitement over their own special potential candidate for the

presidency. In 1992, Colin Powell’s name was being thrown around

as a possible running mate for then president George H. W. Bush,

and in 1995, his name was mentioned as a possible GOP presidential

candidate. Powell seemed to have stepped out of a GOP’s dream. He

was a general in the US Army, and for many whites, he transcended

race. Not only had he been quoted on the record as saying, “I ain’t

that black” (Gates 1997: 84), but he seemed to be the antithesis of



Jesse Jackson, the most recent serious black candidate for a party’s

nomination. Jackson had run for the Democratic nomination for

presidency in 1984 and 1988 and was what many in white America

viewed as a quintessential African American: descendant of US

slavery and the South, a student of the Baptist preaching tradition, a

product of a broken home, and a social agitator.  General Powell, for

many, was a product of arguably one of the most established

institutions of American patriotism. He was fair skinned,

“articulate,” a product of the US military, and a leader in what many

viewed as a successful Gulf War. But Powell possessed something

else that made him special: In the eyes of some of his supporters, he

was not African American. For many, it was his Jamaican heritage

that made him different, that explained his discipline, professional

excellence, and supreme intellect.

Fast forward to 2008, when Barack Obama, the son of a man from

Kenya and a woman from Kansas, captivated the hearts of so many

Americans. Many of the same conversations began linking Obama

and Powell as an ideal presidential candidate, despite not being

really African American—that is, not a descendant of US slavery and

therefore possessing a different relationship with America. I

wondered if Obama would have been as attractive to American

voters, white voters in particular, if his background were that of a

man from Detroit and a woman from Duluth, or a man from Newark

and a woman from Nebraska, or a man from Oakland and a woman

from Omaha. You see where I am going with this line of thought.
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The subtle but significant message of his non–African American

heritage was a variable both black and white voters initially

discussed, debated, and ultimately digested. Many voters saw

Obama as black, whether his dad was from Kenya or Kentucky. For

some voters, when presented with ethnic diversity, Obama’s lack of

“authenticity” complicated their sense of racial attachment. For

others, though, the comparisons to Jesse Jackson were endless.

Whereas Jackson was portrayed as obsessed with race and racial

politics, specifically black politics, Obama was presented as a

“postracial” candidate. Obama had a racial identity that linked him

to the black population, but he was different. For many, he did not

have the same “racial baggage” as ninth-generation African

Americans—the Jesse Jacksons of the world—thus begging the

question, what does racial identity and ethnic distinction mean for

blacks living in America? …

The Blurred Color Line

… Over one hundred years ago, caste systems were recognized as

“natural” ways of organizing individuals in American society. Rigid

castelike systems no longer exist in the United States, but a new type

of caste system threatens the country today. It is not one imposed by

overt white power subjugating people of color into slave and

indentured servant positions; rather, the new caste system that now

threatens American democracy comes from within the deeply

seated mind-sets of those who were once held in subservient

positions. This mind-set is even shared by newly arriving



immigrants who possess a knowledge of America’s past practices

and who strive to position themselves as far from the “bottom” caste

as possible. The modern-day caste struggle is most poignantly

played out in some of the interactions between native-born black

Americans and their black ethnic counterparts who understand the

continued burden of the color line and the weight of race in the

United States….

At the core, all discussions of race and ethnicity for blacks in

America must emphasize the duality that exists for these diverse

groups of blacks. Afro-Caribbean and African immigrants living in

America have experienced forms of oppression, racism, and

subjugation as blacks, even by blacks. For example, residential

segregation of blacks has o�en swi�ly introduced black immigrant

ethnic groups to the inequities still faced by blacks in the United

States. However, this forced integration of native-born blacks and

foreign-born blacks, due to segregation, has also produced tensions,

mistrust, and competition among black groups (Kasinitz, Battle, and

Miyares 2001; Massey and Denton 1988). The historically racist

black-white paradigm has extended to black immigrants in many

ways. However, this black-white paradigm has also manifested itself

in more positive ways for foreign-born blacks. The historical racism

and oppression in the United States seems to have either placed

Afro-Caribbean and African populations with black Americans, both

literally and symbolically, or have treated Afro-Caribbean and

African immigrants as different, that is, harder working, smarter,



and/or “better” than native-born blacks, what Rogers (2006) defines

as “good blacks.”

The understanding of race for black newcomers is that racial

formation and construction is a largely unique phenomenon

applicable to the United States. New immigrants may not easily or

readily accept or adhere to the racial categories ascribed to them

upon their arrival in the country and therefore cannot (or should

not) be expected to automatically accept or identify with the larger

black American racial category or group as a whole. Studies have

documented Afro-Caribbean populations expressing disillusionment

with assimilation in the United States and thereby becoming “black

Americans” as opposed to just “Americans,” like their white

immigrant counterparts (Rogers 2000; Waters 1994; Foner 1987).  …

Once black immigrants arrive in the United States, they become

black American, not just American. The concepts of race, identity,

and national origin have created a complex set of issues for the

individual and for the larger group….

Many immigrant groups share similar obstacles when arriving in the

United States. Some scholars have argued that African and

Caribbean immigrants may have more in common with other

immigrants from across the globe than with native-born black

Americans (Portes and Rumbaut 2001). First-generation black

immigrants in the United States have faced overwhelming pressures

to identify only as “blacks” (Kasinitz 1992; Foner 1987). In fact, they

have been described as “invisible immigrants” (Bryce-Laporte 1972),
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because rather than being contrasted with other immigrants (for

example, evaluating Jamaican successes as compared with Chinese),

they have been compared most o�en to black Americans.  Because

racial phenotype seems to link black ethnics into one racial group,

can and will substantive coalitions form? Black groups are clearly

grouped together in the United States. However, whether their fates

are ultimately linked is part of a larger and constantly changing

black ethnic puzzle.

Linked Fates and Coalition Building

Over the past several decades, significant strides have been made by

blacks achieving educational success, attaining occupational

advancements, and being incorporated into the middle class.

However, dark skin is still correlated with poverty in the United

States and throughout the globe (Segura and Rodrigues 2006);

therefore, class position, societal status, and opportunities for

political and economic advancement are in many ways racially

assigned in the United States. Race is obviously a physical

characteristic that has been used in this country to distinguish a

certain group of people with similar phenotypes. This color

distinction has led to widespread discrimination and inequities, as

Rogers (2006) analyzed, thus lumping phenotypically similar

individuals together based on outward identity, without accounting

for the existence of differing self-identifications and belief systems.
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The racial socialization of people of African descent living in the

United States has had distinguishing effects on black populations,

one of a “blended” cultural heritage (Larkey, Hecht, and Martin

1993) that emphasizes and connects to African ancestry and

representation, as well as subjugation in American culture (Anglin

and Whaley 2006). Due to shared skin color with native-born

populations, foreign-born black phenotype serves as a basis for

discrimination in America (Deaux et al. 2007).

New black immigrants also discover the inequities present in

America and the subsequent negotiations with race and identity that

directly affect their pursuits of becoming “American” without the

mandatory modifier “black.” For foreign-born blacks, their

American status has a permanent “black” modifier attached to it.

The permanent prefix aids in preventing native-born and foreign-

born populations from attaining the same American incorporation

experienced by … nonblack immigrants. Black racial classification

has affected first- and second-generation black ethnics in that they

did not experience the same processes of assimilation as previous

white immigrant populations (Waters 1998; Kinder and Sanders

1996) …. Thus, black immigrants seek ways to reduce and possibly

diminish the negative effects of the minority status imposed on their

American status. It is because of this linking of black immigrants to

native-born blacks that in-group fighting and competition decreases

opportunities for substantive coalition building. As Afro-Caribbean

and African black populations are occasionally promoted to elevated

minority status over native-born black populations by whites,



coalitional efforts are severely jeopardized and undermined within

the larger black group. In that, one group is promoted and their

interests are advanced at the expense and exclusion of others.  …

All of the Blacks Are American. All of the
Immigrants Are Latino. But Some of Us Are … ?

Black Americans have largely been categorized in comparison to

whites, based on region, political affiliation, class, and education

levels. Segura and Rodrigues (2006: 376) argued that the “historical

construction of a racial dynamic that is almost exclusively binary,

i.e., black and white … [and] racial and ethnic interactions between

Anglos and other minority groups are assumed to mimic—to some

degree—the black-white experience.” Simply put, Segura and

Rodrigues argued that the “black-white paradigm is no longer

sufficient to provide genuine understanding of the political

circumstances and experiences of all nonwhite groups” (ibid.: 391)

….

Several nonblack and nonwhite immigrant groups have expressed

feelings of an “in-between” status in which they are “not Black but

not White” (Perlmann and Waldinger 1997: 905) or “native born, and

not black” (Cordero-Guzman, Smith, and Grosfoguel 2001: 6; Smith

1996). This in-between status for nonblack and nonwhite

immigrants extends to black immigrants as well, thereby creating a

complex duality in defining race, place, and status in American

society.  Relationships pertaining to electoral behaviors,
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partisanship, group mobilization, and other group politics cannot

necessarily easily translate into similar black immigrant experiences

and relationships with whites and other nonblack populations

(Leighley and Vedlitz 1999). According to the US census, the face of

black America now includes over 1.5 million immigrants from

African nations and over 3.5 million black immigrants from the

Caribbean, representing close to 10 percent of the total black

population (US Census Bureau 2010).

How blacks in America imagine and create black ethnic coalitions

directly relates to how scholars can apply these multifaceted

relationships to numerous other ethnic communities. The physical

characteristics that seem to link native-born and immigrant blacks

and the inequities of resources that continue to affect black peoples

in America have led to what Bobo and Hutchings (1996) label as in-

group superiorities, elements of ethnocentrism, and overall group

hostilities. The limited access to larger political and economic goals

creates intraracial tensions and resentments between native-born

and newcomer populations. However, the competition among black

groups jockeying for anything but last place in the social order has

also created a link, bond, or even an understanding of the role of

blackness in American society. Descriptive representation—that is,

shared characteristics along racial and ethnic (and gender) lines—

helps promote feelings of “solidarity, familiarity, and self-esteem

among members of that respective group” (Junn and Masuoka 2008:

731; see also Dovi 2002; Mansbridge 2003; Pitkin 1967). The

jockeying for economic and political placement in civil society is



intraracial (between black ethnic groups) as well as extraracial

(between other minority, immigrant, and ethnic groups). It is

because of the systemic racism that has occurred, and (to the

surprise of many black immigrants) still occurs, that a sense of black

racial alliance can be measured….

Notes

1. This label was applied to Jackson for his many protests pertaining to civil rights, equal rights,

corporate divestment from South Africa, housing equity, etc.

2. There is a host of literature that outlines how Jewish, Italian, Irish, and other white ethnic

populations became “white.” However, although their paths to incorporation may have begun

with an identification with blacks during the early stages of assimilation, these immigrant groups

were able to transcend ethnicity and identify racially, thus shedding light on the fluidity of

ethnicity and the permanence of race. Whites are grouped into a homogeneous category. Sipress

(1997:181) comments: “The ‘whitening’ of Irish-Americans provides an example of a marginal

social group that embraced a racial identity to advance its own interests.” The “whitening” of the

Irish race is discussed by Ignatiev (1995: 1), who notes that “whites” are “those who partake of the

privileges of the white skin in this society. Its most wretched members share a status higher, in

certain respects, than that of the most exalted persons excluded from it.” Similar assimilation

tactics were used by Italian and Jewish immigrants in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as

well (Fears 2003). These ethnic groups o�en used party politics and coalition building to bridge

the cultural divide (Logan 2003). However, the political inclusion, participation, and ultimate

assimilation of Irish, Italian, and Jewish immigrants has also been largely due to the color line in

America. Whereas these immigrants were not considered white at some point in time, the color

line shi�ed, and inclusion followed suit. [For a discussion of such a shi� in the color line, see “How

Jews Became White Folks, and What That Says About Race in America,” by Karen Brodkin, in Part I

of this volume.]

3. Multiracial coalitions primarily focus on the issues of racial and ethnic equality (Hochschild and

Rogers 2000). However, this emphasis on equality in the face of diverse histories and negotiations

with assimilation and incorporation o�en lead[s] to groups fragmenting into competitive factions.

Thus, biracial and multiracial coalitions are thought to be unattainable due to past political



disagreements, individual attitudes about other groups, and fears among minority groups within

the larger group (Tedin and Murray 1994). Intraracial distrust exists among black ethnic

populations and has thus contributed to ethnic factions and decreased rates of collective actions

(Okamoto 2003). However, possibilities for coalition building will still be greater among groups

with a shared racial classification even if cross-racial migratory narratives may appear more

similar. See also Hochschild, Weaver, and Burch 2012.

4. Betancur and Gills (2000) also argue that coalitional efforts are undermined when influential

leaders advance only the interests of one group to the exclusion of others. This is most clearly

demonstrated in Miami when observing the NAACP and the loss of significant numbers of

members of Haitian descent. The defection of Haitian members from the NAACP as well as the

National Urban League signaled a disconnect between the black American leadership and

predominantly black American membership within these two organizations, and a small but

growing population who felt their needs and wants (i.e., increased attention to international

issues, specifically issues affecting Haitians both in Haiti and in Florida) were not being addressed

by the organization elite.

5. Okamoto (2003) argued that the construction of pan-ethnic boundaries and a pan-ethnic

identity affect collective action efforts. Similarly, Padilla (1985) stated that differences in

language, culture, and immigration histories also affect organizing capabilities and

understandings of a common fate.
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